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Goldstine for his clear and careful summaries of many influential 
pape*s, accompanied by a wealth of insightful mathematical and 
historical remarks. 
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Reviewed by Jeremy Gray, 
Faculty of Math., Open University, Milton Keynes, England 
This useful little book was commissioned on the 200th 
anniversary of Gauss’ birth to assess his significance for non- 
Euclidean geometry. In three chapters it surveys the work of 
Gauss’ predecessors and that of Gauss and his contemporaries, 
and develops the elementary differential geometry of the non- 
Euclidean plane. 
The development of non-Euclidean geometry was important for 
many reasons : it has rich mathematical consequences; it 
affected the subsequent direction of mathematical research by 
challenging and enhancing contemporary ideas about the nature 
of geometry; it raised questions about the mathematization of 
nature and the very logical consistency of mathematics itself. 
Several of these developments could only take place after the 
general acceptance of the new geometry, so, although Reichardt 
is well aware of them, he wisely chooses to concentrate on those 
matters which characterized the changing problem-situation in 
the period up to Gauss. These he presents through extensive 
quotations, 25 of the 67 pages in the chapter on Gauss and 
his contemporaries are taken from primary sources. In this way 
one can trace the development of Gauss’ thought as it was 
revealed, chiefly in letters to his friends, from skepticism 
concerning the purported proofs of the parallel postulate to 
confidence in the validity of a new geometry. One may likewise 
follow the reasoning of the Bolyais and Lobachevski over the 
years, and incidentally gain a vivid picture of the protagonists 
as they struggled to create “another, new world of nothing” as 
Janos Bolyai put it (p. 58). It is encouraging to note that 
more attention is paid than is usual to Lobachevskii’s early 
work, published in Russian in 1829 and 1835 and partly in French 
in Crelle's Journal in 1837, which amplifies his better known 
German book of 1840. In all of this Reichardt is able to draw 
upon the remarkable scholarship of Engel and St%ckel around the 
turn of the century in making widely available the work of 
Gauss, the Bolyais, Lobachevskii,and others, and in providing 
them with discerning commentaries. Although these books are 
well-known to the experts the author provides a useful service 
in making extracts available to the general reader, and thereby 
directing his attention to the original writings. In this 
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respect he surpasses Bonola's classic Non-Euclidean Geometry 
(Dover, 1955). He does not, however, produce any new evidence 
of his own. 
As regards Gauss, the book is a thorough survey of his ideas, 
along the lines of the Werke, volume VIII. One savours Gauss' 
discernment in analysing the arguments of others, and the lucidity 
of his own, but inevitably one is led to confront Gauss' 
unwillingness to study the new geometry himself. Reichardt 
regards Gauss' notes on spherical trigonometry [Gauss Werke VIII, 
2581 as almost equivalent to a study of non-Euclidean trigonometry, 
wanting only a change of sign in a constant of integration, but 
it remains a problem to understand Gauss' refusal to commmit 
himself on the matter. On the strictly logical ambiguity of the 
work of Janos Bolyai, Lobachevskii, and Gauss (no valid existence 
proof for non-Euclidean geometry was provided), Reichardt argues 
plausibly that the analysis convinced them of the possibility 
of the geometry, but that they were unable to ground a geometry 
completely in analytic terms. He speculates that this residual 
uncertainty may have been the deepest reason for Gauss' 
reluctance. 
The book is long on mathematics but short on history. Most 
of the final chapter is given over to Killing's model of the 
non-Euclidean plane, which represents it as the upper half of 
a two-sheeted hyperboloid acted upon by SO(2,l) (matrices 
preserving x2 + y2 - z2). Reichardt's relatively few comments 
in the book on the inter-relation of the mathematical ideas are 
perceptive, and this reviewer would have welcomed more attention 
to the historical problem along these lines. Connections not 
taken up by the author could have been explored, notably the 
implications of Gaussian curvature, discussed in the section 
on Riemann, and of the use of analysis and trigonometry in 
geometrical problems (cf. Lambert's imaginary sphere, Reichardt 
does not mention Peters' paper). However, this is a pleasing 
book. Any one interested in Gauss and non-Euclidean geometry 
could be well advised to start here. 
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Der vorliegende Band vereinigt in sich die von dreizehn 
Autoren verfassten Biographien von 42 bedeutenden Mathematikern 
bzw .--im Falle der Pythagoraer und Bernoullis--Mathematikerschulen 
oder--familien. Anders als vergleichbare Werke wie etwa das 
